
Blumentöpfe mit Filz, Draht und Perlen
Instructions No. 536
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 30 Minutes

These colourful flower pots bring colour to the windowsill. They are wrapped with coloured felt ribbons and strings, garnished with coloured aluminium wire,
ribbons and beads. You can combine the colours according to your mood and personal taste.

Here's how it works

Prime the top edges of the rose pots with a Paint
sponge ivory primer .

Separate the two differently coloured layers of
felt ribbons and place two colours around each of
the rose pots. Fix the ends with hot glue. Next,
place the felt cord around the pots and fix them
with single dots of hot glue.

Thread the beads on the pink aluminium wire , lay
the finished bead wires around the pots and twist
the ends firmly. Wrap the turquoise aluminium
wire around a pin, take it off and pull it
lengthwise. Place the resulting spiral around the
pot and twist the ends together.

Make a three-dimensional element of fabric for
each pot and glue it on. Finally, tie and glue on
small loops from Satin ribbon .

Form small rosettes from Satin ribbon , for this purpose place the Ribbon in loops and fix it in the middle with a small hot-melt adhesive dot, stick a Pearl in the
middle.

Fill the pots with sticky material, cover with plate moss and pearl gravel.
Finally, place the orchids and the candle in the pots.

Instructions for sewn elements

Transfer the templates twice each to Fabric cuts and cut them out. Place the blanks left to left and topstitch the inner contours of the butterfly and flower first
so that the blanks are fixed and the individual fields are divided. Then sew the outer edges together with a simple loop stitch, gradually filling the resulting
fields with some filling cotton wool before sewing them together completely. Tip: Use a thin wooden stick for stuffing. The middle of the blossom is not
stuffed, a button is glued on here. The heart is completely upholstered and glued to a slightly larger felt heart. The butterfly gets feelers made of aluminum
wire with a Pearl as a conclusion.

Article number Article name Qty
671811-03 Decorative aluminium wire, 2 mmTurquoise 1
671811-02 Decorative aluminium wire, 2 mmPink 1
671811-03 Decorative aluminium wire, 2 mmTurquoise 1
571739-12 Terracotta-rose pots, 3 pcsInside-Ø 12 cm, H 14 cm 1
418706 Satin ribbon "Pastel 10 mm", set of 5 pieces of 3 m 1
574693-40 Polaris bead mix, 10mmBlue 1
560085-67 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlIvory 1
601399 Dry-Flower arrangement foam, 2 pieces 1
607148 Plate moss, 50 g 1
501880-73 Pillar candle flat head 120/60mmCreame 1

Article information:



970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
232531 VBS Fill wadding, beige 1
232395 Sewing needles extra long, set of 6 1
610439 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 50 pieces 1
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